
Gabon-South Africa: 1,000-500 Ma 
‘From Snowball Earth to the biological big bang’ 

For 150 million years, in relatively recent times (from 
ca 730 to 580 Ma), our Earth went through a most 
extraordinary interval in its history—the Snowball Earth 

episode. During 
this extended 
time, the planet’s 
surface was almost 
entirely frozen over, 
covered in ice. The 
evidence for this 
is especially clear 
in the parched 
mountainous 
terrain of Namibia.

Lesotho-South Africa: 325-175 Ma
‘Pangaea through the mother of all extinctions’

To traverse the Karoo from the Drakenseberg to the 
Western Cape is to walk through Pangean time more 
expansively than on any other continent. No other 

geological basin 
can match the 
Karoo as a 
library unfolding 
the evolution of 
life through this 
critical interval 
of some 150 
million years 
(325–175 Ma).

Cameroon-Nigeria: 200 Ma-present 
‘Africa across the Cameroon Hotspot’ 

Especially evident on the topographic map of Africa 
is the linear chain of islands—Pagalu, São Tomé, 

Príncipé & Bioko—
angling across 
the Gulf of Guinea 
to meet an arc 
of peaks curving 
gracefully through 
Cameroon. This 
Cameroon Volcanic 
Line, comprising 
numerous plugs, 
cones & craters, 
stretches SW to NE 
for some 1,600 km.

Swaziland-South Africa: 3,5 bill.-present 
‘Celebrating 3.5 billion years of life on Earth’ 

The sinuous strip of territory running from the 
Makonjwa (Barberton) 
Mountains to the 
Vredefort Dome 
represents by far 
the most continuous 
passage through 
geological time 
preserved anywhere 
on Earth. It traverses 
the planet’s top-podium 
geological hotspot in a 
storyline of Earth, life 
and cultural superlatives.

1. Cradle to Cradle

Corridors 1-20

2. Snowball Earth

3. Great Karoo 4. African Pole of Rotation 

Each of the 20 corridors tells a chapter in the epic story 
of our mother continent. And in each, that part of the 
story cannot be told elsewhere. Each is unique global 
heritage!

Africa; colossus amongst the continents
Womb of our humanity & culture 
Fountainhead of our art
Stem of human language 
Cradle of our hominin ancestors 
   & of our primate ancestors. 

Heartland of Gondwana & Pangaea 
Centre of Earth’s geo-biodiversity
Embracing Earth’s geodiversity hotspots
   & her terrestrial biodiversity hotspots 
Home of her only intact megafauna. 

But 
Continent of greatest human suffering 
& place of our biggest dreams.

Morocco-Tunisia: 200 Ma-present
‘Rifting, drifting, folding along the Atlas Mountains’ 

The Atlas Mountains along the NW extremity of Africa 
comprise a geological gallery of rifting, drifting & 
folding from the Late Triassic (225 Ma) to the present 
that is difficult to match elsewhere. They provide clear 

evidence of the 
initial disintegration 
of Pangaea (rifting); 
then of the separation 
of Gondwana from 
Laurasia (drifting); & 
finally, with the anti-
clockwise rotation of 
Africa, that entailed its 
collision with Europe 
(folding).

Madagascar: 65 Ma-present
‘Born on a microcontinent’

After Greenland, New Guinea & Borneo, Madagascar 
is the world’s 4th largest island & it is the most isolated. 
Its natural history provides profound insights into key 
concepts of geological & biological co-evolution: the 

formation & break-up 
of supercontinents, 
ecosystem dynamics, 
vicariance & 
radiation, extinctions, 
sustainability of 
biodiversity. Through 
its unique Lemur 
population, it holds 
important keys 
to understanding 
primate origins.

DRC-Tanzania: 10 Ma-present
‘Womb of our hominid family & of our sister pongids’

After 4.6 billion years of Earth’s history, at around 8 Ma, 
in the rainforests of Africa, a fork occurred in one of the 
branches of the primate phylogenetic tree: one lineage 
led to gorillas & the other, eventually, to the emergence 

of humans—a species 
able to piece together 
its deep history & 
to contemplate its 
effect on the rest of 
life. The ‘lungs’ of 
Africa, an expanding 
& contracting 
expanse of tropical 
forest, represent 
a photosynthetic 
‘bellows’.

Ethiopia-Malawi: 5 Ma-150,000 BP 
‘Our hominid trail from Ardipithecus to Homo’ 

Dominating the topography of Africa is the spectacular 
Rift System, slicing more than 3,000 km through the 
eastern heart of the continent from the Afar Triangle in 
Ethiopia to Lake Malawi. Nowhere else globally do we 

see the splitting apart 
of a continent that 
highlights the action 
of plate tectonics 
so strikingly. And it 
is one of the great 
coincidence of Earth 
history that so much of 
the story of our human 
evolution should 
be archived in the 
sediments of this Rift.

Laetoli Trackway

LAETOLI  
Tanzania 

Oldest known 
hominid 
footprints (3.6 
Ma)

5. Colliding Continents 6. Lemur-Chameleon

7. Lungs of Africa 8. Eastern Rift Valley

Uganda-Tanzania: 5 Ma-present
‘Extreme fish diversity in the Great Lakes’ 

Lakes Albert, Edward, Kivu, Tanganyika and Malawi, 
strung out N to S along the Western Rift Valley, hold 
a number of world records between them. Lake 
Tanganyika is the world’s deepest lake. Lake Malawi 

is home to a greater 
diversity of fish than 
any other & has 
perhaps as many 
as 1,000 different 
species living in 
its surface waters. 
Together, the Rift-
Valley lakes form 
an archipelago of 
explosive speciation.

South Africa: 200,000 BP-present
‘Cradle of our species & of our culture’ 

With respect to superlatives & uniqueness, this Corridor 
is difficult to match. At a succession of some 20 sites 
along the spectacular southernmost coastline of Africa, 
is preserved, without peer, the archaeological story of 
our human (Homo sapiens sapiens) cultural evolution-
-from our first mutual ancestor, Mitochondrial Eve, at 
some 200,000 BP. Included are our earliest  known 

link between 
tides and moon 
(162,000 BP), 
art & jewellery 
(75,000) use 
of bow & arrow 
(71,000) & lots 
more.

9. Western Rift Valley 10. Homo sapiens 



Egypt-Sudan: 3,100-30 BC 
‘Life-cycle of the classical Egyptian civilization’ 

Most fascinating & long-lived of the early Middle-
East civilisations is the one that sprang up along the 
floodplains of the Nile Valley. It is divided into 12 periods, 

the best known being 
the Old, Middle, & New 
Kingdoms (ca 2575 to 
1075 BC). Ironically, 
it owes much of its 
success & longevity to 
the insularity afforded 
it by the ‘catastrophic’ 
desertification of 
the Sahara—one 
community’s disaster is 
another’s opportunity.

Sudan-Ethiopia: 3,000 BC-present 
‘Of civilisations & cultures over 5 millennia’ 

The first 3000 years of the story of the Nubian Nile 
parallels & interdigitates with that of the Egyptian Nile. 
Here is an intriguing & perhaps little-known part of 

that linked story. In 
the succession of 31 
pharaonic dynasties, 
the 25th, the Nubian, 
lasted from ca 770-
656 BC. For a span 
of three-quarters of a 
century, the so-called 
Black pharaohs, 
conquerors from 
Nubia to the S, ruled 
over Egypt.

Senegal-Nigeria: 700-1600 AD
‘Key civilisations of Niger & Senegal River Kingdoms’ 

Timbuktu, an extant town of some 10,000 persons in 
central Mali, is a remote legendary place in the Western 
mind (as captured in the phrase, ‘from here to Timbuktu’). 
From AD 1340-1550, it was the capital—an imposing city 
on the banks of the Niger R—of the Kingdom of Songhay. 

It became one of the 
greatest centres of 
trade, religion and 
academia of the 
time; its renowned 
university the 
equal of any that 
existed concurrently 
in Renaissance 
Europe. 

South Africa-Zimbabwe: 900-1700 AD 
‘The rise and fall of a golden empire’ 

Probably without parallel globally is the degree to 
which the territory between the Zambezi and Limpopo 
Valleys from 1100 to 1700 AD became a cultural 
vortex. As the Bantu civilisations evolved through 600 

years they were 
touched by the 
more ancient 
spirituality of the 
Bushmen to the 
west, & by the 
wholly different 
worldviews of 
the traders from 
the E, (Europe, 
M East, Far E).

Namibia-Botswana: 60,000 BP-present 
‘The Khoisan stem of our human phylogeny’ 

It is now firmly established that of the numerous languages 
spoken globally, those ‘clicks’ of the Bushmen have the 
deepest roots. They are the closest to the stem of the 

phylogenetic tree of 
language. Likewise, 
amongst the great 
diversity of modes of 
spirituality & religion, 
theirs will have the 
deepest roots in 
the long history of 
humanity. The legacy 
of the Khoisan people 
merits, then, the highest 
possible respect.

Tunisia-Chad: 22,000 BP-present
‘The rock-art gallery traces desertification’ 

Along the peaks of the Sahara is another of the great 
African rock-art galleries that portray parts of human 
history. This Saharan gallery tells an especially pertinent 
story at a time when we have (belatedly) awakened 

to the uncertainties 
of global warming. 
A 12,000-year span 
of rock paintings & 
petroglyphs depicting 
different animals 
during this time, 
mirror the drying out 
of the Sahara from 
verdant paradise 
to the world’s most 
extensive desert.

11. Khoisan Kalahari 12. Saharan Paradise Lost

Line drawings in GIS format

First Cultural 
evidence for 
severe climate 
change:
7000 years ago the Sahara 
was a lush place to live, then 
changed very rapidly 

Oldest evidence of 
Human activity:
7 million years               

old hominin fossils                        
(Chad)

A warning from other species

‘Saharan Paradise Lost’ (Niger, Algeria, Libya, Chad): 20,000 BP to present; one of the 
greatest rock art galleries on Earth traces the desertification of the Sahara from a 
savannah paradise to the most extensive desert—a clear tale of global warming. 

Corridor 12

13. Valley of the Pharaohs 14. Nubian Nile

15. Songhay’s Timbuktu 16. Mapungubwe-Zimbabwe 

Western Sahara-Nigeria: 1400-2012 
‘Mirror of global history since the Renaissance’ 

The western bulge of Africa reflects the history of Western 
Civilisation from 1400-2010. It is a story of irony you could 
barely conceive. It begins in the 1430s with the founding, 
by Henry the Navigator (1394-1460), of the world’s 1st 

naval academy at 
Cape St Vincent 
on the SW tip of  
Portugal. From 
this peripheral 
corner of Europe, 
began the 
colonisation of 
Africa & the globe 
by Renaissance 
Europe.

Zambia-Mozambique:1800-2012 
‘The story of a southern African River and its wetlands’ 

At the plumb-centre of Africa S of the equator lies what 
is set to become the world’s largest conservation area—
the ‘Kavango-Zambezi Trans-frontier Conservation’ area. 

This is a Peace Parks 
initiative & it was set 
in motion as recently 
as December 2006, 
when the Ministers 
of the Environment 
of five countries—
Angola, Botswana, 
Namibia, Zambia & 
Zimbabwe—signed 
a memorandum of 
agreement.

Algeria-Egypt: 1900-2012 
‘Oil deposits to carbon footprint across northern Sahara’

Oil could be seen as one of the principle arsonists 
behind the 6th Extinction & global warming spinning out 
of control. Across the northern belt of Africa, from Algeria 
to Egypt, is emerging a new front in the relentless 
spread of our carbon footprint. Large petroleum 

reserves occur in 
Ordovician to Tertiary 
reservoirs spread 
trough the region. 
This corridor takes us 
directly into the realm 
of global warming, into 
the whole question 
of managing our 
planetary home 
holistically—before it 
is too late.

Somali-Sudan: 1940 AD-present 
‘From dumping site to denudation to endless civil war’

On Boxing Day, 26 December 2004, a magnitude 9 
earthquake struck off the NW coast of Sumatra. This 
unleashed the tsunami that was on everyone’s lips. 
The leading wave of the tsunami sped W across the 
Indian Ocean at 500mph. After 7.5h & a journey of 

3000 miles (4828 
km) it struck the 
coast of Somali (with 
waves now down to 
4ft). Around 290,000 
people were killed 
outright, some 300 
of them in Somali. 
But the tsunami had 
a more far-reaching 
menacing effect along 
littoral Somali. ... 

17. Mirror of History 18. Zambezi River 

19. Carbon Footprint 20. Sixth Extinction

“For the children of today’s world and 
the children of tomorrow’s world”

—Nelson Mandela (1999)

“...Telling the holistic 
geological-biological-cultural 
story of the Mother Continent...”

“...With everyone as co-custodians 
of over 4-billion years of unmatched irreplaceable her-
itage...”

Creating a new tomorrow

IMIZILA – Finding a new way forward!
Towards the dignity of all humans, 
& all other species!


